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A common request in many Earth science fields: the comparison of maps
The comparison of maps representing spatial data is useful in several research fields, in particular in

PeakLocator 1.0: some applications
Goal: identification of common areas where the values of the considered variables are simultaneously “anomalous” or anticorrelated

numerous Earth science sectors.

At the present, such analysis can be done using Statistic or MATLAB or with GIS platforms such as
Figure 2. Maps of the content of a) arsenic (As), b)
uranium (U), and c) vanadium (V) in 328 water
samples, collected in the Vicano-Cimino volcanic
district (central Italy).

ESRI, GRASS, QGIS that provide dedicated tools for making comparisons between variables by using
mainly map algebra analyses on grid/matrix formats.

Data from Cinti et al. (2015) - Spatial distribution of
arsenic, uranium and vanadium in the volcanicsedimentary aquifers of the Vicano-Cimino Volcanic
District (Central Italy). Journal of Geochemical
Exploration 152, 123-133.

In order to compare different variables measured in a common area or over partially overlapping
areas without using GIS tools or complex software we developed a very simple web tool in
Python, called PeakLocator 1.0 (PL1.0 hereafter).
The code is able to identify regions of the maps where the variables are positively or negatively different

same locations, as well as the same variable recurrently measured in the time.
PL1.0 is freely accessible as a web tool at the website http://peaklocator.pi.ingv.it and runs on any
platform; the source code can be downloaded from https://github.com/demichie/PeakLocator.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the PL1.0
procedure considering the maps of the variable 1 and
2, whose areas of extreme values are A1,1 and A2,1,
obtained setting 1=2=1. We remark that, in the
insert representing the output, the bounded grey area
represents the region where the values of both the
variables exceed the mean value by at least 1
standard deviation.
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one element
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2 or 3 standard
deviations) correlate
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average value minus
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simultaneously process up to 10 different variables with different units, not necessarily measured at the

Does a common
area exist where two
(or all three)
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or 2 o 3 standard
deviations above the
respective
averages)?
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from average values by some pre-determined thresholds. In the present version, PL1.0 is able to
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PeakLocator 1.0: some advantages
1) It is user-friendly, free and open source;
2) It is applicable to gridded datasets with variable sampling density and different measurement units;

PL1.0

3) It allows simultaneous consideration of n variables (up to 10) in order to identify regions of the domain where two or more variables are positively or
negatively correlated;

4) It allows selection of the threshold for identifying unusual values (e.g., 1, 2 or 3 standard deviations above or below the mean for each variable);
5) It allows quantification of the spatial area over which two or more variables are correlated in relation to the whole domain;
6) It produces gridded outputs which are readable by most contouring and mapping software and GIS tools;

Figure 3. Maps of the air CO2 concentration at the crater of La
Fossa (Vulcano island) in different times under a SSE wind.
Data from Granieri et al. (2017) Atmospheric dispersion of natural carbon
dioxide emissions on Vulcano Island, Italy. J. Geophys. Res. Solid Earth
119.

Does a common area of the domain exist where air CO2
concentration is always “anomalous” in the time (i.e., 1 or
2 o 3 standard deviations above the average)?

